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Three friends balance counting and fun in this silly Beginner Book by Dr. Seuss and illustrated by

Roy McKie. When a lion, a dog, and a tiger meet up, they soon discover that they can each do

different things while balancing apples on their heads. Whether drinking milk, jumping rope, or

roller-skating, they can do a lot with ten apples up on top! But watch out, she has a mop! Sheâ€™ll

knock those apples from up on top. Seussâ€™s apple-balancing characters will have youngsters

reading, counting, and giggling! Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage

children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrationsÂ that give clues to their

meaning.Â "A hilarious story in rhyme about a number of animals who could carry 10 apples on their

heads."--Elementary English.Â Â 
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This book is a tour de force for helping with reading and counting to ten, using a vocabulary of only

75 words! A lion, dog, and tiger find many interesting ways to balance ten apples vertically on their

heads, building up from only one. Then the birds decide they would like the apples, and the fun

really begins. The conclusion will leave your child giggling happily.Most simple books try to teach

only counting or reading. I found it to be a great idea to combine the two. It makes the task both

easier and more interesting for your child.By using only 75 words, there is much repetition to help



your youngster identify words that she or he will reuse throughout life. Here is an example:"One

apple up on top!Two apples up on top!"The illustrations nicely cue the young person to the words

and the numbers involved. With these words I have quoted, you see the lion with the requisite

number of apples balanced on top of the head.The illustrations are also very active, and help draw

interest to the story. Mr. Roy McKie's colorful, dynamic illustrations bring the story to life. Otherwise,

how interesting can a counting book be?Most children will have no trouble memorizing this story.

Then, they can "read" along as you read aloud. Later, you can stop for certain words that they know

how to identify, and they can read that word as part of the sentence you are reading aloud. You can

also encourage them to count the number of apples aloud on each creature's head.You can extend

the value of this book by adding some pages of your own that involve numbers beyond ten. Your

child will enjoy helping your with the illustrations for those pages. With the simple text structure, you

cannot help but match what Dr.
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